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out of obscurity the emergence of
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saints in that vast empire of russia
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reports some of the latest international experiences
of the church and its members in russia

gary L browning

in june 1843 the prophet joseph smith announced the
appointment of apostle orson hyde and elder george J adams to
serve as missionaries to the people of that vast empire of russia
to which he continued is attached some of the most important
things concerning the advancement and building up of the king-
dom of god in the last days which cannot be explained at this
time 1 although months of preparation followed this announce-
ment the two men never served in russia

much later in 1903 the land of russia was dedicated for
missionary work by another apostle elder francis M lyman who
offered dedicatory prayers in st petersburg and moscow
subsequently many church leaders and members professional
men and women statesmen educators and significantly BYU
performing groups helped prepare the way for the introduction of
the restored gospel to russia

during gorbachevsgorbachevaGorbach evs era of glasnostglasnost beginning in 1985 con-
ditions gradually became favorable for establishing a mission in
the country at that time elder russell M nelson assisted by
european area president hans B ringger and austria vienna east
and finland helsinki mission presidents dennis B neuenschwan
der and steven R mecham established vital contacts opened
doors long closed and commenced the missionary effort

by the time my wife and I1 accompanied by our three youngest
children betsy katie and jon arrived to begin our missionary
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service in what was originally named the finland helsinki east
mission three young but already flourishing branches of the
church existed the largest in leningrad with nearly a hundred
members then tallinntallianTallinn estonia with almost fifty members and
vyborgnyborg located between helsinki and leningrad with approxi-
mately twentyfivetwenty five members

many of the earliest russian and estonian members joined the
church while visiting abroad in europe especially in finland fin-
nish members of the church among them the kemppainens
jakkosjiikk6sjakkes laitinensLaitinens kirsis lammintauses rotosbotos and forsmansforsmannForsmans were
particularly active in friendshippingfriendshipping teaching fellowshippingfellowshipping and
training soviet members and their friends

soon president mecham in finland received authorization to
send the first full time finland helsinki missionaries mainly ameri-
cans who had previously studied russian for a few days at a time
to hold home teaching and fellowshippingfellowshipping visits in the apartments
of baptized members living in the USSR while with members
these finnish and american church representatives answered
questions for members and their nonmember friends and taught
them about the church and if requested gospel doctrine

russell M nelson in 1987
elder nelson and other church
leaders commenced the mis-
sionary effort in russia cour-
tesy LDS church archives
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among the factors which inhibited our missionary work was
the millennium long and very rich heritage of the russian
orthodox church so tightly interwoven into the societyssocie tys cultural
educational and political lives on the other end of the spectrum
are over seven decades of official atheism which have left many
with impaired spiritual receptivity and finally the current
punishing economic conditions complicate missionary activity by
forcing many russians to work longer hours often at more than
one job and depriving them of much of the energy and leisure
required for religious reflection and pursuits nevertheless a
golden layer of russians remains prepared by the spirit and recep-
tive to the gospel message

our mission began in july 1990 with sixteen missionaries
transferred from the finland helsinki mission and upwards of
175 russian and estonian members by the time of the first divi-
sion of our mission in february 1992 into the russia st petersburg
and russia moscow missions there were approximately seventy
missionaries and over 750 members our family moved to moscow
with twenty eight of these seventy missionaries to serve with
nearly 200 of the 750 plus members

by the time of our release almost a year and a half later in
july 1993 the moscow mission included moscow nizhnii nov
gorod samara saratovsagatovSaratov and voronezhVoronezh the missionary force had
grown to nearly 140 and the membership was approximately 750
the st petersburg mission and the ukraine kiev russian speaking
mission had experienced comparable or greater growth

factors that have contributed to the growth of the church in
russia include a dissatisfaction with ancient dogmas and with rigid
ideologies that forbade open inquiry further favorable though
limilimitedted press and TV coverage the visits of the tabernacle choir
and several brigham young university performing groups general
authority meetings with members and friends of the church and
superb missionaries dedicated and competent have been
crucially important

As all who have served a mission know hardships and disap-
pointmentspointments are a prominent part of the experience chief among
ours was the dearth of church materials and our own meeting
houses although progress is being made in these and other areas
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interview of tabernacle choir members for russian television
linda braithwaite and dennis mead were interviewed in moscow media
coverage of the choirs 1991 russian tour helped prepare russians for
the gospel photographer gerry avant courtesy church news

on the other hand the missionary visa obstacle one of our most
vexing and persistent problems during the first half of our mission
was addressed and solved the first missionaries entered the USSR

only on expensive tourist visas for short periods of time returning
often to finland for renewals later members at tremendous cost
to themselves in terms of long hours lost while standing in lines
secured private invitation visas for missionaries for longer periods
of time months rather than weeks in march 1991 church attor-
ney david farnsworth completed arrangements to establish a
russian religious association with russian leadership this associ-
ation eventually was granted the authority to issue invitations to
missionaries resulting in visas for the full time of their residence
in the country

similarly severe problems with arranging for adequate health
care missionary living quarters telephone and mail communica-
tions banking services and office procedures were lessened or
overcome through time and particularly through the efforts of
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two heroes in the mission our moscow office couple elder and
sister dewey of logan and their predecessors in helsinki elder
and sister warner now presiding over the bulgaria sofia mission

in moscow the first group of members became a branch with
a russian branch president in march 1991 nearly five months after
full time missionaries arrived one year later in march 1992 the
moscow branch was divided into six small branches not quite a
fullfallfuli year following fifteen russian speaking branches were orga-
nized in moscow with a branch conveniently located along each
subway line radiating from the center

tabernacle choir fireside in a concert hall in leningrad most of
this large congregation was composed of choir members members of
the church in russia and investigators in the front row of this photo-
graph are seven of the missionaries then serving in russia left to right
carrie lynn madsen ilene murray cameron wayne poole kyle edward
dugger erikenk brian sjolseth michael john layne and layne andrew
rousseau photographer gerry avant courtesy church news
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rapid growth and relatively inexperienced members meant
that timely and intensive leadership training was essential ini-
tially that was accomplished through monthly branch leadership
meetings which I1 conducted and one on one contact with the
more experienced missionaries in some branches young mission-
aries served with astonishing skill and wisdom as branch and relief
society presidents and as other leaders

eventually a mission training council was formed led by
americans working in moscow embassies and businesses regular
training meetings were held for branch presidents clerks leaders
of priesthood quorumsquorums relief societies primaries and young
women teachers of all organizations members preparing for the
temple or missionary service and members of branch social and
cultural committees now the moscow member districts are grad-
ually assuming more of the training function with relatively expe-
rienced and remarkably successful russian leaders training others

challenges abounded in the mission but so did treasured
moments of spiritual refreshment and affirmation for example
I1 was deeply moved as I1 attended church meetings in vyborgnyborg on
the first sunday of my mission since 1963 1I had visited russia
fairly frequently in my heart I1 had felt that the restored gospel
would be shared with this deserving people whom I1 had come to
love dearly but in my mind I1 could not imagine how our church
could ever be established with that countryscountrys government and
ruling party so opposed to religion on that day early in july 1990
1I walked into a small music school and was greeted by two
legendary missionaries and by nearly two dozen recently baptized
members of the church before my sacrament meeting talk six
little girls ranging from about three to nine years of age sang in
russian 1 I am a child of god the singing was angelic as were
their radiant broadly smiling faces As I1 watched and listened in
awe my heart filled with hosannashosannahhosannas for the blessing of this long
awaited day

further I1 recall with delight the words of a relatively new
saratovsagatov member teaching a priesthood lesson on the importance
of the family the lesson was fairly standard except for a few
moments when he soared in spirit as he related experiences from
his own family he spoke of his young grade school age son who
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had returned from school one day with a bruised face his son had
objected when a bully was tormenting a girl classmate for his
trouble the young member of the church had been hit very hard
his classmates saw what happened and ran up to him offering to
join him in teaching the tormentor a lesson but the boy replied
that he had been reading the bible and attending a church where
he was taught not to do mean things even to those who do mean
things to you his friends were dumbfounded as was the father
who generally had followed a different far harsher ethic all his life
and who that day personally experienced jesus teachings power-
fully and deeply for the first time

may I1 tell you of a few of the leaders of our church in russia
in order for you to appreciate the strength they represent to mem-
bers and missionaries boris mokhovmakhov now one of moscowsMoscows district
presidents came to the church along a path many have followed
growing up in an avowedly atheistic society and home and after
the 1985 institution of gorbachevsgorbachevaGorbach evs glasnostglasnost unable to respond
to the appeal of the russian orthodox church he was surprised
when his oldest daughter met LDS missionaries two young elders
had visited her high school class and made a presentation about
the church inviting any interested to attend church services with
them the following sunday several of the young students did
visit the church among them natasha mokhovmakhov

natasha told her older brother about this church and he
agreed to attend meetings with her in time the missionaries taught
them the missionary discussions secured permission from the
mokhovmakhov parents and baptized the two oldest children eventually
the two younger sisters in the family also began going each sunday
to the meetings and were baptized the parents were pleased to
note a very positive change in the childrens attitudes and behavior
they had worried earlier about some of their older childrens choices
of friends and activities now they felt increasing admiration for
their resolution and integrity

on occasion the mokhovmakhov father and mother also attended
church services the children many missionaries and church
members helped the parents gain an assurance that they belonged
with the children in the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints
finally their baptismal day arrived and church service and growth
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followed approximately two months ago the mokhovmakhov parents
and their four children were among thirty one moscow members
of the church to visit the stockholm temple where they were
sealed as a family for time and for eternity

the first family in russia to receive the temple endowment
and sealing ordinance were the semionovssemjonovs a father mother and
son from vyborgnyborg two years earlier the father andrei a young
medical doctor of surgery had met a devoted and generous finnish
family the jakkosjiikk6sjakkes on a canoe trip the jakkosjdkk6sjakkes gently but persis-
tently explained church values and teachings to andrei and
sensing his genuine interest maintained contact with him over a
period of months eventually missionaries were able to present
the discussions to the semionovssemjonovs and baptize them the semionovssemjonovs
were especially active in sharing the gospel with their neighbors
a considerable number of whom made the same decision that the
semionovssemjonovs had made to affiliate with the LDS church

one ofofandreisandreis friends told a former classmate yelena petrov
about his positive impressions of church teachings especially about
the emphasis on family ideals yelena and her small daughter were
then visiting melenasyelenasYelenas mother in vyborgnyborg for the summer seeking
relief from the heat pollution and bustle of moscow and from her
tiny one room communal apartment where bathroom and kitchen
facilities are shared with two other families when her husband
andrei petrov then a phd student completing his degree in radio
telecommunication engineering came for a visit they attended
the vyborgnyborg branch of the church

the petrovs too were favorably impressed by the spirit and
liberating teachings of this new and as yet largely unfamiliar church
missionaries offered to help them learn more following weeks of
meetings the petrovs were baptized when they returned to
moscow the embryonic church was meeting in the none too
spacious but spiritually expansive home of the thorntonsthorntonaThorntons the
year was 1990 and dohn thornton was employed at the american
embassy in his free time he shared his knowledge and testimony
with russians several of whom were to form the nucleus of the
first moscow branch in 1991 having accepted various opportuni-
ties for growth through church service andrei petrov became the
first russian president of that branch and in 1992 the first district
president in moscow
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early russian converts in this 19931995 photograph are from left to
right the five members of the mokhovmakhov family galina goncharovaGoncharova the
four members of the petrov family and the three members of the
martynov family all three of the fathers served as district presidents of
the church in moscow courtesy sergei martynov

president petrov his wife and two children are currently
living in wymount terrace while andrei attends the marriott
school of management studying in the MBA program thanks to
the vision and generosity of professors scott smith and heikki
rinne their colleagues and several donors after two years the
petrovs will return to moscow to continue their ground breaking
work in establishing the kingdom in that choice land of russia

the moscow mission is blessed immensely by americans
living in moscow who virtually all told me at one time or another
that they had set aside other appealing professional opportunities
to come to moscow and help build up a new zion

dan souders moved from employment at the american
embassy to aeromaragromarAeromar taking a position of administrative leadership
in a joint venture between Aeroaerohotaeroflotflot and marriott to provide meals
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on international aeroflotAeroflot flights president souders served as the
original moscow group leader as russians began to attend meet-
ings and become interested in the church he currently is again a
branch president living in moscow with his fine russian wife and
daughter albert walling recently deceased headed huntsman
chemical in moscow and served with unparalleled devotion and
sensitivity as second group leader of the moscow russian saints
and as one of the first two moscow district presidents through his
example and teachings he prepared a very substantial number of
russians for success in their church service now the matthews
and bennett families ably continue the work of the wallings

the gibbs family played a starring supporting role in strength-
ening the moscow branch while daryl a computer specialist
helped colleagues at moscowsMoscows leading language university master
state of the art computer technology and language learning applica-
tions william atkin is a leading international attorney with baker
mckenzie he and BYU law professor cole durham have been
centrally important in steering the churchschurche fragile frigate through
rough waters of discriminatory legislation and unresponsive bureau-
craciescracies the neubertsneubergsNeuberts american embassy employees provided
successful youth conferences and primary leadership training

here I1 would mention BYU professor trevor mckee who
brought dozens of BYU and university of utah students to russia
to teach english in kindergartens their sterling example stands in
stark contrast to the pornography violence and vulgarity entering
russia from the west through tawdry films and television these
students and their leaders helped a considerable number of russians
form positive impressions about the united states utah and the
church promoting consequently missionary success

dedicated russian church members and those who strength-
ened them paved the way for what I1 consider the highlight of the
moscow mission through july of 1993 the event occurred on
february 21 of that year

it had been a considerable trek from moscow member
missionary work by americans in early 1990 to the arrival of the
first six full time missionaries in october of 1990 to the organiza-
tion of the first official russian moscow branch in march of 1991
to the establishment of fifteen russian speaking branches that
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february on february 21 1993 over five hundred members and
friends were seated comfortably in the newspaper publishing
house izvestiia building in downtown moscow across the street
on one side from the famous statue of pushkin russiasdussiasRussias most
beloved poet and on the other from mcdonaldsDonaldsMc a must visit
cultural mecca for western tourists

the fifteen branches had just been organized and their presi-
dents sustained now the ten new branch presidents were bearing
brief testimonies most of us were enjoying a particularly delec-
table spiritual feast when the eighth or ninth president began
speaking I1 started to review in my mind the main points of my
talk which would conclude the conference

I1 was prepared to speak on the blessings of attending a large
established ward of the church as I1 had done as a preteenagerteenagerpre
living in what was for me the comparative metropolis of pocatello
idaho I1 would recall our full church program and lovely meeting-
house facilities like our pocatello building with that inspiring
mural on the wall behind the podium the mural depicted heroic
pioneers crossing the plains struggling and on occasion disheart
ened but attended always on the journey by unseen angels maybe
these pioneers could not see the angels but every week I1 and
others saw them plainly above the pioneers heads and I1 learned
well the lesson that a loving heavenly father is aware of our
burdens and strengthens us just enough to bear them and I1 would
draw a parallel to the moscow pioneers crossing to their eagerly
anticipated spiritual zion

then I1 wanted to emphasize how much I1 learned and bene-
fited in other ways from living during my junior and senior high
school years in the small northern idaho town of st maries where
our fledgling branch of the church met in a humble two room
grange hall similar to the facilities of many of the new moscow
branches As a teenager there I1 had the opportunity to serve with
weldon and david tovey two other very young men in the
sunday school presidency and to grow through the warm encour-
agement of humble generous saints who overlooked our inade-
quacies and loved us for what we were and what they believed we
could become

As I1 was mentally reviewing these and other points suddenly
and unexpectedly an intimation a thought a sensation filled my
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consciousness and in an instant encompassed my whole being
I1 no longer thought about my talk or listened to the speaker I1 had
felt a distinct and powerful impression that the spirit of the prophet
joseph smith was rejoicing with us in this historic meeting
I1 believe for a moment my spirit felt his spirit of youthful buoy-
ancy joyful enthusiasm and expansive vision As I1 reflected on
this feeling I1 realized that in 1993 150 years had passed from the
18431845 appointment of the first missionaries to russia and that this
day of fulfillment must be an occasion for heavenly rejoicing and
grateful recognition of the efforts of so many who over fifteen
decades made the emergence of the church out of obscurity a
reality in russia

I1 close with a more personal experience that I1 hope willwin
contain lessons of benefit to you like you I1 too have observed
that life presents challenges to every one of us some struggle in
certain areas others in different ones but we all face difficulties
in my case for example I1 have experienced problems with my
eyes for years progressive myopia has caused strain on my eyes
tissue thin retinas my vision continued to deteriorate while I1 was
on my mission especially during my final year in march 1993
I1 was referred by a local moscow doctor to the highly regarded
fiodorovFiodo rov eye institute of microsurgeryMicrosurgery in moscow

following a thorough examination the doctors there recom-
mended a surgical procedure called scleroplasty which is
common in moscow although not well known or accepted in the
west the procedure was intended to stabilize my eyes and fore-
stall

fore-
staff further irreparable damage to my retinas after receiving some-
what differing opinions from consulting specialists whom the
missionary department and area presidency recommended and
after studying as much of the professional literature as the institute
could make available to me my wife and I1 prayed earnestly for in-
spiration to know whether I1 should have this operation we prayed
with all our hearts and often to know the lords will

in my life I1 have found that it is best for me after prayer to
remain on my knees with my eyes closed and my mind and heart
as open to inspiration as I1 can make them and to wait on the lord
during these moments as we sought answers regarding my eyes
I1 felt only the tiniest kernel oftenderoffender confidence that I1 should have
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the operation we continued to pray and I1 continued to feel only
barely assured

finally I1 decided to act on this faint confirmation and sched-
uled the operation from that time my confidence grew quickly
and held firm I1 asked my wife how she was feeling and learned
that her experience closely paralleled mine As we made our deci-
sion we did not know in every fiber of our beings some of our
fibers still had questions we did not receive the specific assurance
that the operation would end my eye problems but we felt con-
fident that it was in accordance with the lords purposes for me
to proceed

this process of perceiving spiritual communication is beyond
my ability to define in certain unchanging terms but I1 do feel that
while we should never disavow the possibility of angelic appear-
ances or heavenly voices neither should we remain insensitive to
gentle enlightenment to the mind and quiet assurance to the heart
this experience was another confirmation to us to trust the deep
calm feelings in our souls

I1 desired a priesthood blessing before the surgery I1 was sur-
rounded by many men of surpassing spiritual plenitude I1 would
have been honored to have any two of dozens bless me As I1 con-
tinued my work in the mission I1 felt certain that I1 would recognize
the opportunity at the appropriate time to invite someone to
provide the blessing as a complement to the moving and effectual
prayers of my faithful wife at length when I1 was meeting with
two members of the two moscow district presidenciespresidencies I1 recog-
nized I1 should ask these brethren to be the participants in this ordi-
nance of blessing after our meeting I1 invited the two men
present presidents martynov from the north and petrov from the
south to give me a priesthood blessing

As these men laid their hands on my head and president
petrov spoke with humility and power beautiful words of comfort
and blessing I1 understood a remarkable truth in my moment of
need I1 had come to two worthy moscow priesthood holders
neither of whom had been a member of the church when our
mission was begun in 1990 further I1 had been among those who
had had the opportunity to teach them to anoint and bless the sick
and disconsolate
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the operation itself was quite simple the virtually painless
procedure involved rotating the eyeball downward to expose the
back of the eye small rectangular strips of human donor sclera
the white part of the eye were carefully placed on the thinned
back wall of my eyes

much of my life I1 have felt or wanted to believe romantic
that I1 am that part of my soul my aspirations and dreams my
cultural preferences was russian now I1 can proudly acknowledge
that a portion of my physical being is russian someone gave part
of her-or himself that I1 might have the possibility of better health

that gift represents what we missionaries around the world
hope to do share something of ourselves of our faith and convic-
tion that part of us which is most needed by others to affirm
heartening meaning in this often perplexing life in which we all
see as though through a glass darkly for the sufficient light I1 do
receive and can impart and for my inestimable opportunity of
laboring with beloved russians and estoniansEstonians and with splendid
missionaries from the united states russia ukraine poland
finland sweden and nicaragua I1 express my deep appreciation

gary L browning is professor of slavic languages at brigham young university
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